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Abstract. The task of crowd counting is extremely challenging due
to complicated difficulties, especially the huge variation in vision
scale. Previous works tend to adopt a naive concatenation of multi-
scale information to tackle it, while the scale shifts between the fea-
ture maps are ignored. In this paper, we propose a novel Hierarchical
Scale Recalibration Network (HSRNet), which addresses the above
issues by modeling rich contextual dependencies and recalibrating
multiple scale-associated information. Specifically, a Scale Focus
Module (SFM) first integrates global context into local features by
modeling the semantic inter-dependencies along channel and spatial
dimensions sequentially. In order to reallocate channel-wise feature
responses, a Scale Recalibration Module (SRM) adopts a step-by-
step fusion to generate final density maps. Furthermore, we propose
a novel Scale Consistency loss to constrain that the scale-associated
outputs are coherent with groundtruth of different scales. With the
proposed modules, our approach can ignore various noises selec-
tively and focus on appropriate crowd scales automatically. Exten-
sive experiments on crowd counting datasets (ShanghaiTech, MALL,
WorldEXPO10, and UCSD) show that our HSRNet can deliver su-
perior results over all state-of-the-art approaches. More remarkably,
we extend experiments on an extra vehicle dataset , whose results in-
dicate that the proposed model is generalized to other applications.
1 2 3
1 Introduction
The task of crowd counting aims to figure out the quantity of the
pedestrians in images or videos. It has drawn much attention recently
due to its broad possibilities of applications in video surveillance,
traffic control and metropolis safety. What’s more, the methods pro-
posed for crowd counting can be generalized to similar tasks in other
domains, including estimating the number of cells in a microscopic
image [16], vehicle estimation in a traffic congestion situation [10]
and extensive environmental investigation [9].
With the rapid growth of convolutional neural networks, many
CNN-based methods [18, 1, 25] have sprung up in fields of crowd
counting and have made promising progress. However, dealing with
the large density variations is still a difficult but attractive issue. As
illustrated in Figure 1, the crowd density of certain sizes varies in
different locations of the images. Such a density shift also exists in
the patches of the same sizes across different images. To address the
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Figure 1. Regions of certain sizes exhibit diverse pedestrian distribution
among different locations of images. This shift also exists across different
images, which proves the huge scale variations in crowd counting.
scale variation, substantial progress has been achieved by designing
multi-column architectures [23, 22], adaptively fusing features pyra-
mid [13], and modifying the receptive fields of CNNs [17]. Although
these methods alleviate the scale problem to some extent, they suf-
fer from two inherent algorithmic drawbacks. On the one hand, each
sub-network or each layer in these models treats every pixel of the
input equally while ignoring their superior particularity on the cor-
responding crowd scales, thus the noises will be propagated through
the pipeline flow. On the other hand, directly adding or concatenat-
ing multi-scale features causes the scale chaos since each feature map
contains abundant scale shifts of different degrees.
To settle the above issues, we propose a novel Hierarchical Scale
Recalibration Network (HSRNet) to leverage rich contextual depen-
dencies and aggregate multiple scale-associated information. Our
training phase contains two stages: the Scale Focus Module (SFM)
and the Scale Recalibration Module (SRM). Since the receptive field
sizes of the sequential convolutional layers in a deep network are in-
creasing from shallow to deep, the scales of pedestrians they can cap-
ture are different from each other. This can deduce two inferences:
1) the deeper the network flows, the wider the scale range can be
captured by the corresponding convolutional layers, 2) sensitivity to
different scales varies across different layers of the network. Thus,
we connect a Scale Focus Module (SFM) to each convolutional layer
in the backbone network, which integrates global context into lo-
cal features to boost the capability of intermediate features on the
corresponding scales. More specifically, SFM firstly compresses the
input features in the spatial dimension and generates a set of channel-
wise focus weights, which are utilized to update each channel map.
Thus, each layer can emphasize the matching scales degree by adjust-
ing channel-wise feature responses adaptively. Similarly, the context
along the channel axis in the feature map is squeezed to generate
a spatial-wise focus mask and it is applied to update features at all
positions using element-wise multiplication. Note that this strategy
enhances that the output features focus more on the patches of im-
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ages with appropriate scales instead of treating every pixel equally.
By incorporating this module in the network, intermediate layers can
focus on ’which’ scale degree and ’where’ scale distributes simul-
taneously and hence enhance the discriminant power of the feature
representations.
In a hierarchical architecture, the scale space is increasing from
shallow to deep, which means feature maps from different layers
contain scale asymmetry. Due to this, naive average or concatena-
tion of multiple features is not an optimal solution. We propose a
novel Scale Recalibration Module (SRM) to further achieve adaptive
scale recalibration and generate multi-scale predictions at different
stages. Specifically, this module takes the feature maps processed by
the SFM as input and then slice these features in channel dimen-
sion. Since each channel is associated with a certain scale, the pieces
represented by the corresponding scales can be recombined through
stacking to obtain scale-associated outputs. In this case, each output
can capture a certain scale of crowds and give an accurate predic-
tion on the patches of that scale. We fuse these outputs to generate
the final density map, which could have accurate responses on crowd
images of diverse scales. To enforce the network produces consistent
multi-scale density maps, we propose a Scale Consistency loss to
pose supervision on scale-associated outputs. It is computed by gen-
erating multi-scale groundtruth density maps and optimizing each
side output towards the corresponding scale maps.
In general, the contributions of our work are three-folds:
• We propose a Scale Focus Module (SFM) to enhance the represen-
tation power of local features. By modeling rich contextual depen-
dencies among channel and spatial dimensions, different layers in
the network can focus on the appropriate scales of pedestrians.
• We propose a Scale Recalibration Module (SRM) to recalibrate
and aggregate multi-scale features from sequential layers at dif-
ferent stages. It significantly enhances the adaption ability of the
structure to the complicated scenes with diverse scale variations.
• We propose a Scale Consistency loss to supervise the scale-
associated outputs at different scale level, which enforces the net-
work produces consistent density maps with multiple scales.
2 Related Work
The previous frameworks are mainly composed of two paradigms:
1) people detection or tracking [27], 2) feature-based regression [6].
However, these methods are generally unpractical due to their poor
performance and high computation. As the utilization of Convolu-
tional Neural Network (CNN) has boosted improvements in various
computer vision tasks [29, 36, 3, 18], most recent works are inclined
to use CNN-based methods. They tend to generate accurate density
maps whose integral indicates the total number of crowds. However,
it is still challenging to achieve precise pedestrians counting in ex-
tremely complicated scenes for the presence of various complexities,
especially scale variations.
To tackle the above issues, many existing approaches focus on im-
proving the scale variance of features using multi-column structures
for crowd counting [34, 23, 22, 7]. Specifically, they utilize multi-
ple branches, each of which has its own filter size, to strengthen the
ability of learning density variations across diverse feature resolu-
tions. Despite the promising results, these methods are limited by
two drawbacks: 1) a large amount of parameters usually results in
difficulties for training, 2) the existence of ineffective branches leads
to structure redundancy.
In addition to multi-column networks, some methods adopt multi-
scale but single-column architecture [35, 37]. For instance, Zhang
et al. [32] propose an architecture which extracts and fuses feature
maps from different layers to generate high-quality density maps.
In SANet [4], Cao et al. deploy an encoder-decoder architecture, in
which the encoder part utilizes scale aggregation modules to extract
multi-scale features and the decoder part generates high-resolution
density maps via transposed convolutions. Li et al. [17] replace pool-
ing layers with dilated kernels to deliver larger receptive fields, which
effectively capture more spatial information. After this, Kang et al.
[14] design two different networks and evaluate the quality of gener-
ated density maps on three crowd analysis tasks.
However, all these methods directly fuse multi-layer or multi-
column features to generate the final density maps. It ignores the
unique perception of each part to the scale diversity and thus causes
the scale chaos in the output result. Besides, attention-based meth-
ods [11, 26] have proved their effectiveness in several deep learning
tasks. These approaches work by allocating computational resources
towards the most relevant part of information. In this paper, we pro-
pose a novel Hierarchical Scale Recalibration Network (HSRNet) to
resolve the severe difficulties of scale variations. Our method dif-
fers in two aspects: firstly, instead of treating the whole images, our
method is able to focus on the appropriate scale of the crowds; sec-
ondly, the scale recalibration takes place to effectively exploit the
specialization of the components in the whole architecture.
3 Our Approach
The primary objective of our model is to learn a mapping F : X →
Y , in whichX means input image data, and the learning object Y has
two choices: density map or total crowd counting number. Motivated
by the aforementioned observations, we choose the density map as
the main task of our model in the training phase to involve the spatial
distribution information for a better representation of crowds, which
is realizable with a network of fully convolutional structure. In this
paper, we propose a novel proposed Hierarchical Scale Recalibration
Network (HSRNet) to address the scale variations in crowd count-
ing, the overall architecture of which is shown in Figure 2. For fair
comparison with previous works [20, 17, 2], we choose VGG-16 [21]
network as the backbone by reason of its strong representative ability
and adjustable structure for subsequent feature fusion. The last pool-
ing layer and the classification part composed of fully-connected lay-
ers are removed for the task of counting requires pixel-level predic-
tions and preventing spatial information loss. Thereby our backbone
consists of five stages (Conv1 ∼ Conv5 respectively). To focus on
the appropriate scales of pedestrians, we connect the proposed Scale
Focus Module (SFM) to the last convolutional layer in each stage
except for the first one to obtain the fine-grained features from mul-
tiple layers. The reason why we carve the first stage is the receptive
field sizes of the first convolutional layers are too small to obtain any
information of crowds. Since the scales of pedestrians the convolu-
tional layers can capture varies across different stages, we send these
features after the process of SFM to the Scale Recalibration Module
(SRM) to reallocate scale-aware responses by a slice/stack strategy.
Thus each side output corresponds to a certain scale and provides an
accurate crowd prediction of that scale. With the utilization of de-
convolutional layer, each prediction stays the same resolution as the
input image. The final density map can be generated by fusing these
scale-associated outputs. To guarantee that each scale-associated out-
put is optimized towards a specific direction, we propose a Scale
Consistency loss to supervise the target learning.
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Figure 2. The detailed structure of the proposed Hierarchical Scale Recalibration Network (HSRNet). The single column baseline network on the top is VGG-
16, at the end of each convolutional layer, feature maps are sent to Scale Focus Module (SFM) to get refined feature maps. Then, the Scale Recalibration Module
(SRM) process these features to get multi-scale predictions, which are finally fused by a 1x1 convolution to generate the final density map.
3.1 Scale Focus Module
The Scale Focus Module is designed to enforce sequential layers at
different stages focus on the appropriate scales of pedestrians by en-
coding the global contextual information into local features. Since
the receptive fields of each convolutional layer are accumulating
from shallow to deep, the scale space they are able to cope with in-
creases accordingly. Besides, there are specific shifts between their
representation ability on crowd scales, which indicates that different
stages should be responsible for the corresponding scales. With these
observations, we generate adaptive weights to emphasize feature re-
sponses in the channel and spatial dimension respectively.
In channel dimension, each channel map of immediate features
can be regarded as a scale-aware response. For a high-level feature,
different channels are associated with each other in terms of seman-
tics information. By exploring the inter-channel interdependencies,
we could generate channel-focus weights to modify the ratio of dif-
ferent channels with corresponding scales. Similar strategy for spa-
tial dimension, treating the whole images equally is improper since
the various crowd distribution leads to different scale space in lo-
cal patches. However, local features generated merely by standard
convolutions are not able to express the whole semantic information.
Thus, we generate spatial-focus weights to select attentive regions
in the feature maps, which enhances the representative capability of
features. Since the channel-focus and spatial-focus weights attend to
’which’ scale degree and ’where’ scale distributes, they are comple-
mentary to each other and the combination of them could boost the
discriminant power of the feature representations.
Formally, given an image X of size 3 × H × W , the output
features from the Conv(i+1) layer of the backbone are defined as
F = {Fi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4}. Due to the existence of pooling layers, Fi
has a resolution of H
2i
×W
2i
. For the output feature Fi ∈ RCi×
H
2i
×W
2i ,
we first squeeze the global spatial information to generate channel-
wise statics Zi ∈ RCi by utilizing global average pooling function
Havg . Thus the j-th channel of Zi is defined as
Zij = Havg(Fij) =
1
H
2i
× W
2i
H
2i∑
m=1
W
2i∑
n=1
Fij (m,n) (1)
where Fij (m,n) represents the pixel value at position (m,n) of the
j-th channel of Fi. Such channel statistic merely collects local spatial
information and views each channel independently, which fails to
express the global context. Therefore, we add fully-connected layers
and introduce a gating mechanism to further capture channel-wise
dependencies. The gating mechanism is supposed to meet with two
criteria: first, it should be capable to exploit a nonlinear interaction
among channels; second, to emphasize multiple channels, it should
capture a non-mutually-exclusive relationship. We use the sigmoid
activation to realize the gating mechanism:
Si = Sigmoid (W2 ·ReLU (W1Zi)) (2)
where W1 ∈ RCi/r×Ci , W2 ∈ RCi×Ci/r . This operation can be
parameterized as two fully-connected (FC) layers, with one defines
channel-reduction layer (reduction radio r = 64) and the other rep-
resents channel-increasing layer. After this non-linear activation, we
combine the channel-focus weights Si and the input feature Fi using
the element-wise multiplication operation to generate the immediate
feature Sˆi.
Sˆi = Si · Fi, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} (3)
Thus, the global channel information is encoded into local features.
Then we take the mean value of Sˆi among channels to generate
spatial statistic Mi ∈ R1×
H
2i
×W
2i . After squeezing the information
among channels, we feed the spatial statistic Mi into a convolutional
layer to generate a spatial-focus weight Mˆi:
Mi =
1
Ci
∑Ci
i=1
Sˆi, Mˆi = Sigmoid(Hc(Mi)) (4)
where Hc indicates the convolution process. Here, the kernel size of
the convolutional layer is set to 7, which is capable of providing a
broader view. Then we perform an element-wise multiplication op-
eration between Mˆi and Sˆi to obtain the final output Fˆi:
Fˆi = Mˆi · Sˆi, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} (5)
Noted that the spatial-focus weight is copied to apply on each chan-
nel of the input in the same way.
3.2 Scale Recalibration Module
With the network getting deeper, deep layers can capture more com-
plex and high-level features while shallow layers can reserve more
spatial information. Therefore, by fusing features from low-level lay-
ers with those from high-level layers, our network can extract stable
features no matter how complicated the crowd scenes are. Unlike pre-
vious works [23, 13], We design a scale recalibration module (SRM)
to recalibrate and aggregate multi-scale features rather than direct
average or concatenation.
Based on the above analysis, the deep layer has a wider range of
scale space and meanwhile has a stronger response on the larger scale
of crowds. Formally, assuming that the outputs of the Scale Focus
Module are Fˆ = {Fˆi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4}, we first send these features
into a 1 × 1 convolutional layer and then a deconvolutional layer
respectively to obtain multi-scale score maps Ei,
Ei+1 = Hdc(Hc(Fˆi)) (6)
where Hdc is the deconvolution operation. Here, the channel num-
bers of the sequential layers are 2, 3, 4, 5 from E2 to E5 respec-
tively, which corresponds to the scale space contained in each stage.
The obtained multi-scale score maps Ei contain multi-scale infor-
mation from layers of different depths. However, the information is
chaotic. For instance, E5 captures multi-scale information delivered
from Conv {1,2,3,4,5} since low-level features are transmitted to
the latter stages in the backbone. To recalibrate channel-level statis-
tics, we adopt a slice/stack strategy. Specifically, we slice each score
map into piece along its channel dimension to obtain a feature map
Eij where j means the channel number, and then group them into
five multi-scale features sets from E2 to E5: {E21,E31,E41,E51},
{E22,E32,E42,E52},{E33,E43,E53},{E44,E54},{E55}. Each set is
associated with a certain scale and we stacked features in each set
respectively to generate the corresponding multi-scale predictions
D = {Di, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. By utilizing this strategy, each predic-
tion is able to provide an accurate number of pedestrians on a certain
scale. These predictions are complementary to each other and the
combination of them will cover the crowd distributions with various
scale variations. Thus we send them into a 1×1 convolutional layer to
generate the final density map D0. Overall, the scale-specific predic-
tion is obtained only with convolutional layer and slice/stack strategy,
which is parameter-saving and time-efficiency. With the Scale Recal-
ibration Module, the final output is robust to diverse crowd scales in
highly complicated scenes.
3.3 Scale Consistency loss
The groundtruth density map DGT can be converted from the dot
maps which contain the labeled location at the center of the pedes-
trian head. Suppose a pedestrian head at a pixel xi, we represent each
head annotation of the image as a delta function δ(x−xi) and blur it
with Gaussian kernel Gσ (σ refers to the standard deviation). So that
the density map DGT is obtained via the formula below:
DGT (x) =
∑
i∈S
δ(x− xi) ∗Gσi , with σi = βd¯i (7)
Where S is the amount of head annotations, d¯i refers to the average
distance among xi and its k nearest annotations and β is a parame-
ter. We use this geometry-adaptive kernels following MCNN [34] to
tackle the perspective distortion in highly complicated scenes. The
Euclidean distance is utilized to define the density map loss, which
can be formulated as follows:
L(θ) =
1
2N
N∑
i=1
||D(Xi; θ)−DGTi ||22 (8)
where θ denotes the parameters of the network and N is the amount
of image pixels. Usually, this loss is merely calculated between the
final density map and the groudtruth map. In this paper, we pro-
pose a novel Scale Consistency loss to guide the multi-scale predic-
tions to be optimized towards its corresponding scale map. Specif-
ically, we use the average pooling to obtain the groundtruth pyra-
mid DGTi , i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. The receptive fields of filters are 1, 2,
4, 8, 16, respectively. Then these maps are upsampled to the same
size as the original image through a bilinear interpolation. We can
compute the loss pairs {Di, DGTi } and obtain the loss pyramid
{L0, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5}. The total loss of our model can be defined
as:
L = L0 + λi · Li, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} (9)
where λi is a scale-specific weight. It can be gradually optimized and
adaptively adjust the ratio between losses.
4 Experiments
In this section, we evaluate our method on four publicly available
crowd counting datasets: ShanghaiTech, WorldExpo’10, UCSD and
MALL. Compared with previous approaches, the proposed HSRNet
achieves state-of-the-art performance. Besides, experiments on a ve-
hicle dataset TRANCOS are performed to testify the generalization
capability of our model. Furthermore, we conduct throughout ab-
lation studies to verify the effectiveness of each component in our
model. Experimental settings and results are detailed below.
4.1 Implementation Details
Data Augmentation. We first crop four patches at four quarters of
the image without overlapping which is 1/4 size of the original im-
age resolution. By this operation, our training datasets can cover the
whole images. Then, we crop 10 patches at random locations of each
image with the same size. Also, random scaling is utilized to con-
struct multi-scale image pyramid with scales of 0.8-1.2 incremented
in interval of 0.2 times the original image. During test, the whole
images are fed into the network rather than cropped patches.
Training Phase. We train the proposed HSRNet in an end-to-end
manner. The first ten convolutional layers of our model are initialized
from the pre-trained VGG-16 [21] while the rest of convolutional
layers are initialized by a Gaussian distribution with zero mean a
standard deviation of 0.01. We use the Adam optimizer [15] with an
initial learning rate of 1e-5. In Eqn. 7, k is set to 3 and β is set to 0.3
following MCNN [34].
Evaluation Metrics. Following existing state-of-the-art methods
[17, 22], the mean absolute error (MAE) and the mean squared er-
ror (MSE) are used to evaluate the performance on the test dataset,
which can be described as follows:
MAE =
1
N
N∑
i=1
|zi − zˆi|, (10)
MSE =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
i=1
(zi − zˆi)2 (11)
where N means numbers of image, zi means the total count of the
image, and zˆi refers to the total count of corresponding estimated
density map.
Table 1. Experimental results on ShanghaiTech dataset.
Method
ShanghaiTech Part A ShanghaiTech Part B
MAE MSE MAE MSE
MCNN [34] 110.2 173.2 26.4 41.3
Switching-CNN [20] 90.4 135.0 21.6 33.4
IG-CNN[1] 72.5 118.2 13.6 21.1
CSRNet [17] 68.2 115.0 10.6 16.0
SANet [4] 67.0 104.5 8.4 13.6
TEDnet [12] 64.2 109.1 8.2 12.8
SFCN [25] 64.8 107.5 7.6 13.0
HSRNet (ours) 62.3 100.3 7.2 11.8
Table 2. Experimental results on UCSD and MALL dataset.
Method
UCSD dataset MALL dataset
MAE MSE MAE MSE
Ridge Regression [6] 2.25 7.82 3.59 19.0
CNN-Boosting [24] 1.10 - 2.01 -
MCNN [34] 1.07 1.35 2.24 8.5
ConvLSTM-nt [28] 1.73 3.52 2.53 11.12
Bidirectional ConvLSTM [28] 1.13 1.43 2.10 7.6
CSRNet [17] 1.16 1.47 - -
HSRNet (ours) 1.03 1.32 1.80 2.28
4.2 Performance on Comparison
We evaluate the performance of our model on four benchmark
datasets and a vehicle dataset. Overall, the proposed HSRNet
achieves the superior results over existing state-of-the-art methods.
ShanghaiTech. The ShanghaiTech dataset [34] consists of 1198 im-
ages which contains a total amount of 330165 persons. It is separated
into two parts: the one is named as Part A with 482 pictures and the
other is Part B with 716 pictures. Part A composed of rather con-
gested images is randomly captured from the web while Part B is
comprised of images with relatively low density captured from street
views. Following the setup in [34], we use 300 images to form the
training set and the left 182 images for testing in Part A, while in Part
B, 400 images are used to compose the training set and the remaining
316 are considered as testing set. The comparison results of perfor-
mance between the proposed HSRNet with some previous methods
are reported in Table 1. It is shown that our model achieves superior
performance on both parts of the Shanghaitech dataset.
UCSD. The UCSD dataset[5] contains 2000 frames with size of
158x238 captured by surveillance cameras. This dataset includes rel-
atively sparse crowds with count varying from 11 to 46 per image.
Authors also provide the ROI to discard the irrelevant areas in the im-
age. Utilizing the vertexes of ROI given for each scene, we modify
the last multi-scale prediction from fusing layers based on the given
ROI mask, setting the nerve cells out of the ROI regions not work.
We use frames 601 to 1400 as the training set and the rest as testing
set. Table 2 illustrates that our model achieves the lowest MAE and
MSE compared with previous works, which indicates that HSRNet
can perform well in both dense and sparse scenarios.
MALL. The Mall dataset [6] is collected from a publicly accessi-
ble surveillance web camera. The dataset contains 2,000 annotated
frames of static and moving pedestrians with more challenging illu-
mination conditions and severer perspective distortion compared to
the UCSD dataset. The ROI and perspective map are also provided
in the dataset. Following Chen et al. [6], the first 800 frames are used
to compose the training set and the remaining 1,200 are considered
as the testing set. As shown in Table 2, we beat the second best ap-
Table 3. Estimation results on WorldExpo’10 dataset.
Method S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 Ave
MCNN [34] 3.4 20.6 12.9 13.0 8.1 11.6
Switching-CNN [20] 4.4 15.7 10.0 11.0 5.9 9.4
IG-CNN [1] 2.6 16.1 10.15 20.2 7.6 11.3
CSRNet [17] 2.9 11.5 8.6 16.6 3.4 8.6
SANet [4] 2.6 13.2 9.0 13.3 3.0 8.2
TEDnet [12] 2.3 10.1 11.3 13.8 2.6 8.0
ANF [30] 2.1 10.6 15.1 9.6 3.1 8.1
HSRNet (ours) 2.3 9.6 12.7 9.4 3.2 7.44
proach by a 14.3% improvement in MAE and 70% improvement in
MSE.
WorldExpo’10. The WorldExpo’10 dataset is introduced by Zhang
et al. [31], consisting of total 3980 frames extracted from 1132 video
sequences captured with 108 surveillance equipment in Shanghai
2010 WorldExpo. Each sequence has 50 frame rates and a resolu-
tion of 576x720 pixels. For the test set, those frames are split into
five scenes, named S1 ∼ S5 respectively. Besides, the ROI (region
of interest) and the perspective maps are provided for this dataset.
Due to the abundant surveillance video data, this dataset is suitable
to verify our model in visual surveillance. The comparison results
of performance between our HSRNet with some previous methods
are reported in Table 3. Overall, our model achieves the best average
MAE performance compared with existing approaches.
TRANCOS. TRANCOS dataset [10] is a vehicle counting dataset
which consists of 1244 images of various traffic scenes captured by
real video surveillance cameras with total 46796 annotated vehicles.
Also, the ROI per image is provided. Images in the dataset have very
different traffic scenarios without perspective maps. During the train-
ing period, 800 patches with the size of 115x115 pixels are randomly
cropped from each image, and the ground truth density maps are gen-
erated via blurring annotations with 2D Gaussian Kernel. Different
from counting dataset, we use the GAME for evaluation during the
test period which can be formulated as follows:
GAME(L) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
(
4L∑
l=1
|DlIn −DlIgtn |) (12)
where N denotes the amount of images. Given a specific number
L, the GAME(L) divides each image into 4L non-overlapping re-
gions of equal area, DlIn is the estimated count for image n within
region l, and Dl
I
gt
n
is the corresponding ground truth count. Note
that GAME(0) equals to the aforementioned MAE metric. Results
shown in Table 4 indicates that HSRNet achieves the state-of-art per-
formance on four GAME metrics, which demonstrates the general-
ization ability of our model.
Qualitatively, we visualize the density maps generated by the pro-
posed HSRNet on these five datasets in Figure 3. It is worth noting
that our model can generate high-quality density maps and produce
accurate crowd counts.
4.3 Ablation Study
In this section, we conduct further experiments to explore the detail
of the model design and network parameters. All experiments in this
section are performed on ShanghaiTech dataset for its large scale
variations.
Architecture learning. We first evaluate the impact of each compo-
nent in our architecture by separating all the modules and reorganiz-
ing them step by step. We perform this experiment on ShanghaiTech
Gt Count: 1581
Est Count: 1577.6
Gt Count: 23
Est Count: 23.2
Gt Count: 28
Est Count: 29
Gt Count: 26
Est Count: 24.2
Gt Count: 23
Est Count: 23.5
Gt Count: 36
Est Count: 35.3
Figure 3. From left to right, images are taken from ShanghaiTech Part A, ShanghaiTech Part B, UCSD, MALL, WorldExpo’10, TRANCOS datasets. The
second row shows the groundtruth density maps and the third row displays the output density maps generated by our HSRNet.
Table 4. Experimental results on the TRANCOS dataset.
Method GAME 0 GAME 1 GAME 2 GAME 3
Fiaschi et al. [8] 17.77 20.14 23.65 25.99
Lempitsky et al. [16] 13.76 16.72 20.72 24.36
Hydra-3s[19] 10.99 13.75 16.69 19.32
FCN-HA [33] 4.21 - - -
CSRNet [17] 3.56 5.49 8.57 15.04
HSRNet (ours) 3.03 4.57 6.46 9.68
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Figure 4. The line chart of performance under different ratios inside the
Channel Focus on ShanghaiTech Part A and Part B dataset.
Part A dataset and the results are listed in Table 5. The backbone
refers to the VGG-16 model. We add a 1 × 1 convolutional layer to
the end to generate the density map, which is defined as our base-
line. It is obvious that combining backbone with the Scale Recal-
ibration Module (SRM) can boost the performance (MAE 75.6 vs
73.7), which verifies the effectiveness of the SRM module. We di-
vide the Scale Focus Module (SFM) into two parts: Channel Focus
(CF) and Spatial Focus (SF). The third row and the fourth row verify
their respective significance (MAE 69.9,68.8 vs 73.7). Besides, the
combination of the two parts is more effective than using one of them
alone. We add the Scale Consistency loss (SC) to supervise the model
learning. This strategy also brings a significant improvement to the
performance (MAE 65.1 vs 62.3). Overall, each part in the model is
effective and complementary to each other, which can significantly
boost the performance on the final results.
Ratio of Channel Focus. We measure the performance of HSRNet
with different ratios of Channel Focus introduced in Eqn. 2. On the
one hand, the ratio needs to be small enough to ensure the represen-
tative capability of full connections, on the other hand, if the ratio is
too small, then parameters will become more numerous and may in-
troduce computational redundancy. To find a balance between capa-
bility and computational cost, experiments are performed for a series
of ratio values. Specifically, we gradually increase the ratio at twice
the interval and results are shown in Figure 4. As the ratio increases,
the error estimation undergoes a process of decreasing first and then
increasing. The proposed model delivers the best accuracy on both
Part A and Part B of ShanghaiTech dataset when the ratio equals to
64. Therefore, this value is used for all experiments in this paper.
Table 5. Experimental results of architecture learning on ShanghaiTech Part
A dataset.
Backbone SRM CF SF SC MAE MSE
X × × × × 75.6 118.7
X X × × × 73.7 114.8
X X X × × 69.9 108.9
X X × X × 68.8 107.2
X X X X × 65.1 104.3
X X X X X 62.3 100.3
Sequence of SFM. We evaluate the effect of the sequence of Chan-
nel Focus and Spatial Focus in the proposed Scale Focus Module
(SFM). Therefore, we design four networks which are different from
each other for the design of SFM module and experimental results are
shown in Table 6. Channel+Spatial refers to the network with Chan-
nel Focus module ahead Spatial Focus while Spatial+Channel refers
to the opposite one. Apart from the serial settings, we also design a
parallel one which feeds the input separately to the Channel focus
and Spatial focus part inside the SFM. Then we have two choices:
the one is average their output as the final output, the other is uti-
lizing a convolution layer to process the stack of these two features.
We name these two networks as (Channel ⊕ Spatial) + average and
(Channel ⊕ Spatial) + Conv respectively. We conduct experiments
on ShanghaiTech Part A and Part B datasets. The results mainly il-
lustrates two aspects: 1) the stacked design of two modules are more
effective than the parallel design, 2) Channel+Spatial is the most op-
timal choice to achieve the best accuracy, which demonstrates the
validity of the model design.
Scale Consistency. To understand the effect of the Scale Consistency
Prediction
Ground Truth
Original Scale_1 Scale_2 Scale_3 Scale_4 Scale_5
Figure 5. From left to right, the images pyramid contains the 1,1,1/2,1/4,1/8,1/16 size of the original image resolution. The first row indicates the groundtruth
density maps while the second row is the density maps generated by the proposed HSRNet.
Table 6. Validation of sequences inside the proposed Scale Focus Module.
Sequence inside the SFM Part A Part B
MAE MSE MAE MSE
Spatial+Channel 64.9 108.3 8.1 12.1
Channel+Spatial 62.3 100.3 7.2 11.8
(Channel ⊕ Spatial) + average 68.8 107.2 11.0 19.8
(Channel ⊕ Spatial) + Conv 66.2 104.3 10.2 18.9
loss more deeply, we visualization the immediate results of the pro-
posed HSRNet and compare them with the groundtruth density map
pyramid. As shown in Figure 5, the scale i represents the filter size
of the average pooling operation on the groundtruth maps. Noted
that the scale-associated outputs are closer to their corresponding
groundtruth density maps. With the supervision of the extra Scale
Consistency loss, the responses of the immediate stages in the net-
work are indeed associated with the scales of pedestrians rather than
stay the same with the groundtruth map. For instance, the shallow
layers (such as Scale1, Scale2) are more sensitive to the small scale
of pedestrians, while the deep layers (such as Scale4, Scale5) per-
form well on the large scale of crowds. By fusing these outputs, the
final result can cover the multi-scale crowd distributions in compli-
cated scenes.
Scale Invariance. We turn to evaluate the scale invariance of the fea-
ture representations from different stages in the proposed HSRNet
for diverse scenes with various crowd counts. To achieve this, we di-
vide the ShanghaiTech Part A test set into five groups according to
the number of people in each scene. Each set represents a specific
density level. The histogram of the results can be observed in Figure
6. The increase in density level represents an increase in the aver-
age number of people. We compare our method with two existing
classic representative counting networks, MCNN [34] and CSRNet
[17]. It is obvious that MCNN performs well on the relatively sparse
scenes while loses its superiority on the dense crowds. The perfor-
mance of the CSRNet tends to be the opposite. Noted that the pro-
posed HSRNet outperforms the two models over all groups, which
further demonstrates the scale generalization of our model on highly
complicated scenes.
5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a single column but multi-scale net-
work named as Hierarchical Scale Recalibration Network (HSRNet),
which can exploit global contextual information and aggregate multi-
scale information simultaneously. The proposed HSRNet consists of
two main parts: Stacked Focus Module (SFM) and Scale Recalibra-
Figure 6. The histogram of average counts estimated by different ap-
proaches on five density levels from ShanghaiTech Part A dataset.
tion Module (SRM). Specifically, SFM models the global contex-
tual dependencies among channel and spatial dimensions, which con-
tributes to generating more informative feature representations. Be-
sides, SRM recalibrates the feature responses generated by the SAM
to generate multi-scale predictions, and then utilize a scale-specific
fusion strategy to aggregate scale-associated outputs to generate the
final density maps. Besides, we design a Scale Consistency loss to
enhance the learning of scale-associated outputs towards their corre-
sponding multi-scale groundtruth density maps. With the proposed
modules combined, the network can tackle the difficulties of scale
variations and generate more precise density maps in highly con-
gested crowd scenes. Extensive experiments on four counting bench-
mark datasets and one vehicle dataset show that our method delivers
the state-of-the-art performance over existing approaches and can be
extended to other tasks. Besides, throughout ablation studies are con-
ducted on ShanghaiTech dataset to validate the effectiveness of each
part in the proposed HSRNet.
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